July Women’s Health Clinic at Ezell
July 2-9, 2022
Team Members
Dr. Kris Citty – OBGYN, Dr. Fred Massey – GYN Oncologist,
Joe Calderon – PA-C, Todd Wyatt – DDS, Tammy Smith – RN,
Tessie Clark – Ped RN, Joshua Daigle - RN, Elayna Bruce –
Med Student, Marjon Ahmadian – Med Student, Landon
Wyatt – Student, son of Todd Wyatt, Jack Citty – Student,
son of Kris Citty, Bode Teague—Team Leader

Oklahoma Christian Team ‘22

Our trip to Ezell was fantastic! Everything went as scheduled with very few hiccups. Kemmel, Lisa, and Sheri did a wonderful job of working our team in with the Faith In Practice
(FIP) crew to serve 488 women over a four-day period.
FIP held classes everyday during our visit. These classes were training about 40 nurses and
doctors to become certified in IVAA. During our four clinic days, the patients came in by the
groves to be seen by one of seven set up in stations inside the recovery ward. Each patient
was checked-in, and examined using the IVAA training.
We also had some of our team members on mobile clinics examining patients and identifying
their ailments while still others worked in the dental wing at Ezell.
Joe Calderon spent his week in Chichi, substituting for some of our Caris employees so that
they could be a part of the IVAA training being conducted at Ezell. Joe had a great week
serving the needs of the people there.
We were kept quite busy for our four days of clinic and each day was rewarding in its own
way. We managed to celebrate a birthday with cake and Chocó bananas, as well as spend
part of a day and evening in Antigua. It was a wonderful opportunity to serve and be served.
Bode Teague
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